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A PRESENTATION BY KATHY BARDEN 

If, like me, you paid as much for your current “traditional” computerized sewing machine as you 
paid for your very first car, then your machine probably has an array of lovely, decorative, 
stitches: those pretty marks on the opening screen usually to the right of your straight stitch! 
How many of those decorative stitches have you actually used? I mean beyond the zigzag? 
Perhaps you’ve tried the satin stitch or, for the really adventurous, the button hole stitch? If 
you use only those stitches, plus a straight stitch, you have paid in the neighborhood of $750 
per stitch, not including the tax!  

Being fairly frugal, and easily bored, I began in 2000 to experiment with using all the stitches, 
including the decorative stitches, on my first “good” (aka expensive) computerized machine. I 
had paid as much for that machine as my husband and I did for our first new car. So… I was 
determined to justify that expenditure! While by no means an expert, over the following 22+ 
years I have found multiple uses for almost all of the stitches on my various machines. What I 
have found is that by adjusting the size, height and density, reversing and mirror-imagining a 
stitch, and combining multiple stitches I can produce an endless variety of, and many uses for, 
these overlooked features. Any object made with fabric from the lowly pot holder to the prize-
winning quilt with hundreds of pieces, can be more interesting and fun to construct using 
decorative stitches.  

The morning program will consist of both a small trunk show/talk of how I’ve used decorative 
stitches in both full quilts and smaller projects, as well as live demonstrations with using my 
machine to show how you can do the same. 

The mini class after lunch will give you a chance to play with your machine. It will focus in on 
how you, experimenting with your machine, can make use of those unappreciated stitches – no 
matter how many or how few stitches you have at your fingertips.  You will go home with a 
sampler you’ve created yourself and more knowledge about your machine and its capabilities.   


